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MULTILIGHT FLEX CONNECT

 03.5693C 03.5694C 03.5695C

03.5699C03.5698C 03.5696C 03.5697C

360º

The new high-performance MULTILIGHT CONNECT concept is based on the idea of combining a basic handle as 
known from power tools with a range of different work light heads which can be used and exchanged according to 
different applications. 

MULTILIGHT CONNECT provides you with complete freedom to choose and tailor exactly the work light solution 
you need. Either you choose the MULTILIGHT BODY CONNECT handle and combine it with a selected light head, or 
you choose to acquire the body and more individual light heads to obtain a work light solution covering different 
purposes. Due to the flexible part of the body, all light heads can be adjusted at an angle of 120°.

Smart functionality
To ensure maximum functionality of the work light the body is equipped with a new invented, flexible mounting 
system. The system provides a combination of a bracket, a hook, and a magnet in one unit. The strap is made of 
polyurethane  which is both flexible, and durable with a smooth surface. By the snap hook at the end of the strap, 
you can lock and fix the work light to any position. In the same way, the integrated magnet can be used to mount the 
work light body on any metallic surface available. The magnet is extremely powerful with a force strong enough to 
hold both body, light head, and battery.

New flexible concept of hand-held work light with multiple, exchangeable light heads

High efficiency COB LED 
160 lm/W 
600/1200 lux @0.5 m ( 50/100 % ) 
375/750 lm ( 50/100 % )
Compatible with METABO/CAS battery 
system 18 V and all other 18 V/20 V battery 
packs by using the SCANGRIP CONNECTOR 
Operating time: 12.5-26 h @18 V 5.2 Ah battery 
7.5 W 
IP30 
IK07 
376 g  
168 x 79 x 203 mm

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

NEW

Add the connector matching your 
battery pack 

JUST CONNECT

MULTILIGHT CONNECT is compatible with METABO/CAS battery system 
18 V and all other 18 V/20 V battery packs from leading power tool brands by 
using the SCANGRIP CONNECTOR. In addition, the SCANGRIP POWER SUPPLY 
can be used for direct power providing unlimited availability of light.

Slim, compact and extremely 
powerful inspection light head 
providing up to 750 lumen
 
Lighting unit to be used with 
MULTILIGHT BODY CONNECT

FLEX HEAD CONNECT 
Item no. 03.5697C

Built-in strap with 
strong magnet and 
hook for suspension

MULTILIGHT FLEX CONNECT 
Item no. 03.5693C

MULTILIGHT BODY CONNECT 
Item no. 03.5696C

FLEX FUNCTION - COMBINATION

Use SCANGRIP POWER 
SUPPLY for direct power

Stand-alone handle to combine with 
selected CONNECT lamp heads

Slim, compact and extremely 
powerful inspection light head 
providing up to 750 lumen 

• Rotating in all directions

• 2 light settings: 50 - 100 %

• Long operating time, up to 26 h

BATTERY, CHARGER, CONNECTORS AND 
POWER SUPPLY ARE SOLD SEPARATELY

SCANGRIP CONNECTORs 
for 18 V/20 V battery packs

BERNER - 03.6155C 
BOSCH/AMPSHARE - 03.6140C                              
BOSCH GREEN - 03.6141C                              
DEWALT - 03.6142C                              
EINHELL - 03.6143C
FEIN - 03.6144C
FESTOOL - 03.6153C                           
FLEX - 03.6145C        
HAZET - 03.6146C        
HIKOKI - 03.6147C
INGERSOLL - 03.6152C
MAKITA - 03.6148C        
MILWAUKEE - 03.6149C 
PANASONIC - 03.6156C
RIDGID - 03.6154C
SNAP-ON - 03.6151C        
WÜRTH - 03.6150C                                                    

Accessories

CAS BATTERY 
18 V 5.2 Ah 
03.6121

CAS CHARGER 
03.6122

POWER SUPPLY 
03.6123C


